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1324- [215].

2143-avoiding [215]. 2D [245].

3-manifolds [139]. 3D [270].
4-manifolds [162, 163].


Polyomiality [222]. Polynomials [17, 70, 34, 232, 206, 271, 188, 159].
Polytopes [86, 93, 22, 189, 229, 136].
pure-injective [235].

quadrant [272]. Quadratic [18, 248].
Quadrics [7]. quantization [186].
Quivers [258]. Quotient [221, 173].

races [150]. Rademacher [85]. radial [184].
Rankin [104]. Rankin-Selberg [104].
Reductive [50, 228, 115]. Reflection [103, 246, 109, 222]. regions [170].
results [148]. revisit [138]. revisited [242].
same [132]. SCFTs [164]. Schmidt [34].
Schreieder [21]. Schrödinger [97, 85].
Schwarz [279]. Sector [83]. Seeley [219].
Self-adjoint [53]. self-similar [113].
Semiregular [93]. Semistability [51, 61].
semitoric [237]. Sequences [17, 187, 174].
Simplicial [22]. Simply [82, 147].
simply-laced [147]. Simultaneous [49].
sparse [197]. Special [242, 10, 246].
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[223]. stationary [246, 245]. Steinberg [63].
Steiner [111]. Steklov [43, 187]. strong [270].
Strongly [39]. structure [244, 117, 118, 165]. Structures [89, 143, 230, 84].
Sturm [255]. subgroups [151, 275]. subhomogeneous [262].
Submanifolds [101]. submaximal [114].
supports [301]. subsets [225]. Sub [71].
Sum [275]. Submaximal [114]. Subordinate [72].
Suborbits [301]. subsets [225]. Sum [71].
Super [72]. Super-Coercive [72]. Superalgebra [28].
Surface [2, 274, 166]. Surfaces 53, 103, 151, 145.
Tannakian [185]. terms [263]. ternary [261].
Theorems [22, 193, 250, 260]. theoretic [128, 199].
theoretical [206]. Theory 29, 148, 293, 255, 204, 70. thin [170].
three [272, 287, 150]. three-dimensional [287].
three-quadrant [272]. three-way [150].
Threefolds [125, 89]. Threshold [221].
Tight [26]. time [283]. Toma [292].
Topology [75]. Tori [41, 44], toric [229].
Torsion [170, 151], torsional [144].
Torsions [162], torsors [106]. torus [58, 154, 186].
Totally [254]. Trace [110, 229]. traces [240]. Tracial [183].
transference [285]. Transformability [39].
Transforms [97, 77, 300]. transitive [301].
Tree [197, 246]. Trees [65]. Triangular [49, 271].
triple [196]. trisection [162].
trivializations [241]. Tropical [149, 253].
twisted [188], twists [198].
Two [280, 257, 264]. Two-moment [264].
Type [88, 228, 295, 290, 160, 218, 203, 175].

Unitary [218]. Universal [100, 93, 284]. unramified [198]. Upper [49, 22, 271, 214].

Valuation [59]. Valuations [86, 72]. values [131, 275]. vanishing [112]. variables [159].
Variation [126, 89]. Varieties [4, 21, 229, 114, 296, 225]. Vector [44, 76].
versions [279]. via [189, 272, 255, 249, 43, 273, 116, 179].
Vinogradov [40]. volume [12, 13, 24, 25, 35, 36, 46, 47, 56, 57, 67, 68, 80, 81, 94, 95, 107, 108, 120, 121, 129, 130, 141,
142, 152, 153, 167, 168, 180, 181, 190, 191, 201, 202, 209, 210, 211, 212, 226, 227, 238, 239, 251,
252, 265, 266, 276, 277, 288, 289, 302, 303].
vortex [245].

Yau [21, 89]. yield [214]. Yui [161].

Zassenhaus [27]. Zero [102]. Zeroes [34].
Zeros [18, 131]. Zink [48]. Zygmund [208].
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